
 
The Great British Long Jump 2020 
 
Name of Pilot…Simon Church………………………………………… 
 
Name of Co-pilot…Darwin Peltan……………………………………. 
 
Name of Balloon…Rasta………………………………………………. 
 
Type and size of Balloon…Cameron Sport 70……………………. 
 
Date of flight…22……………..OCTOBER 2020 
 
Propane at start……6…………………………………tanks/litres 
 
Propane at finish…0.75…………………………..……..tanks/litres 
 
Starting place…Ashton Court, Bristol……………………………. 
 
Landing place…Near Thame Park, Thame… SP 705030…. 
 
Start time…09:00……………………………………………………….. 
 
Duration of flight…3’ 50”…………………………………………….. 
 
Straight line distance claimed…65 Miles ……………………… 
 
Average speed…17 KTS………………………………………………. 
 
Maximum height flown…3500 ……………………………….feet 
 
Wind direction…260….……………………………………………….. 
 
Witnesses to take-off…Thomas Church………………………….. 
(inc. tel. no. & email) 
                                          0778 7399457 / spike3113@gmail.com 
 
Witnesses to landing…John Redman……………………………… 
(inc. tel no. & email ) 
                                         …07751 818713…………………………………. 
 
Length of landing drag……25 Yards……….inches/feet/yards 
 
 
Signature of Pilot………………………………………………………… 



It all started on the Monday morning when I phoned Darwin and said, “you know what, I 
think Thursday might be OK.”. My next call was to my eldest son, Tom, with “Do you fancy 
taking a day off work this week?”. The final message was to our mentor, Chairman Paul, 
“We are thinking of doing a Long Jump on Thursday. What do you think?”. His reply was 
“Excellent idea. Ashton Court to Norfolk. Do you want to borrow an inflation tank…?” 
  
A month before, Darwin asked me whether I fancied having a go at the Long Jump, to 
which I blandly replied, “yeah, why not”. For the first two and a half weeks of October we 
hardly thought about it. And then I looked at the weather that Monday morning! 
  
The initial forecast for most of the week was wet and windy, especially on Wednesday, 
which was horrible and very wet. Thursday, however, looked a bit better. As we got closer 
to the date, the forecast winds increased for Thursday to 12 gusting 20 in Bristol and 
increasing the further east you looked. On Wednesday evening I phoned Darwin and in the 
end we convinced ourselves to go for it. Tom and his girlfriend Beth agreed to crew and 
that was that. 
  
As this was our first attempt at a Long Jump, we weren’t taking it that seriously. Our plan 
was to just see what happened and enjoy ourselves. My preference for the launchsite was 
Almondsbury Primary School where the Headteacher has kindly let us fly from in the past. 
The main advantage for this is that it is roughly 30 seconds from my house. However, as 
the forecast was gusty and there is a quite a steep climb out from the school field, up the 
escarpment and over some trees, we decided not to go from there. Also, take-off time 
would be when the children would be arriving and it might be inappropriate with the 
school’s Covid rules. So Ashton Court it was. This had the advantage that there is good 
shelter from the trees and nothing significant downwind to hit if we made a mess of things. 
  
Thursday morning. Alarm set for 6:30. Quick breakfast and out of the house at 7 as it 
started to get light. Problem – it was raining. Heavily. Oh well. Let’s get to Ashton Court 
and see what it is like over there. It was supposed to brighten up and anyway we had all 
day. We collected Darwin on the way and arrived at Ashton Court at 8. The rain had now 
stopped and it was quite calm. Great. Let’s go for it. We weren’t very organised though 
and it took us half an hour to get the basket ready. We were flying my Cameron Sport 70, 
G-CKXA, which is made with their ultralight weight fabric, so has a reasonable amount of 
lift for a 70. We also have our antique 1970’s basket (from our other, but sadly now retired, 
balloon, Pollywallets) which is nice and large. We were taking 6 Worthingtons and used 
Paul’s inflation tank. The reason for only taking 6 cylinders, was that was all we own! An 
easy inflation in calm conditions and we took off at 9:00. At 300ft though we caught the 
winds and soon we were doing 15kts over Bristol. 
  
I have read some of the reports of Long Jump flights on the website and they are all full of 
adventure and danger. Our flight, by contrast, was rather uneventful. The cloud base was 
about 2,500ft so we sat just underneath that for most of the next four hours. In general the 
winds at that height were 20 to 25kts and westerly. (The forecast of a south westerly was 
clearly all lies.) Ultimately a westerly from Bristol isn’t ideal as we would end up flying 
straight towards Heathrow. So we decided to sacrifice some height and speed to get a little 
bit of left and most of the time cruised along at 20kts. Occasionally the clouds broke and 
we could go up to 3,500ft and up there managed our top speed of 28kts. Bristol; Bath; 
Colerne; Chippenham; Wroughton; much chatting to friendly air-traffic chaps on the radio; 
tea and biscuits; cheese and pickle sandwiches. After a bit, the wind backed slightly, so we 
could track slightly to the north. Brize Norton wasn’t a problem; the White Horse; Didcot 



power station (remains of) was interesting. We reached RAF Benson and got a clearance 
to transit their zone just before their ATC knocked off for lunch. 
  
The cloud started to come in a bit after midday. We had several light aircraft buzzing round 
us – we waved, they tipped their wings – so we had to make sure that we were visible. 
Quarter to one and we were onto our last cylinder, so we started to look for landing fields. 
We had gone past Oxford by this point and didn’t fancy getting too close to the Stanstead 
zone. So even though we could have flown for another twenty minutes, we decided that 
we had had enough and came down into a nice large grass field, just south of Thame, 
mercifully free of cow pats. It was probably 12kts on the ground and so we had a decent 
sporting drag. And that was that. 3 hours and 50 minutes and 65 miles. 
  
Tom and Beth were only 10 minutes behind us. In typical teenage fashion, they had used 
the emergency cash I had given them and so had breakfast at Leigh Delamere services 
(KFC) and lunch at Membury services (Greggs). The only drama of the entire trip was 
Darwin getting the car stuck in a large muddy puddle in the entrance to the field. And even 
with a quick stop for a pint on the way home, we were back in Bristol in plenty of time for 
dinner. 
  
So that was our first attempt at the Long Jump. I don’t think that we could have gone much 
further on the day due to the low cloud and the upcoming airspace. We could squeeze an 
extra cylinder in the basket, but it would be uncomfortable. And without spin vents to align 
us for landing, we might not be that happy having cylinders strapped to the outside. On a 
sunny day with a bit of thermal heating, I reckon we may be able to get 5 hours flying. You 
never know, we might even be a bit more organised next time… 
  
 

 
 
Ashton Court ST 550717 09:00 to Thame Park SP 705030 12:50                 


